
10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 

court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 
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court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 
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10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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 Figure 3: Hypnosis Techniques

12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 

court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.
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4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 



10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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 Figure 3: Hypnosis Techniques

12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 
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court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 
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The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

 evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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 Figure 3: Hypnosis Techniques

12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 

court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.
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1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 
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10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 
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evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 

court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 
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 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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 Figure 3: Hypnosis Techniques

12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 

Procuring Confessional Evidence of Criminals, Its Significance as Compared to Forensic, Digital and other Oral Evidence of Witnesses
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court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 



10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 

court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the Figure 2: Police Tactics for Confession



10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 

court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.
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1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 



10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 
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evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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 Figure 3: Hypnosis Techniques

12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 

court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 



10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 
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evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 

court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 



10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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the Magistrate to ascertain and record that the 
accused has made the confession voluntarily as 
per injunction of the rule 1975 P.Cr. LJ 889. 
Further, the judicial confession recorded shall 
be ruled out not being consistent with High 
Court Ruling (Chap. 13 Vol. III and NLR 1987 
Cr. 831).

5. Procuring Confessional   
 Statement When the    
 Accused is Under    
 Intoxication

It is improper to record the Confessional 
Statement when the accused is served with 
intoxication material, which may hamper the 
physical and mental control on what is being 
said. The effect of alcohol are particularly 
worth mentioning. The alcohol apart from 
being poison shows the effects such as 
problems in breathing, vomiting, low body 

temperature, Seizures and especially it creates 
Confusion. It reduces the testimonial capacity 
and adversely affects the faculty of mind 
concerned with intelligence and truthfulness. 
The accused may be in the state of half sleep 
and the speech may be irrelevant.

In India, a drug is used which is prepared from 
wild Cannabis Indica having narcotics effect, 
which can be smoked or chewed and also 
named as “Hasheesh”. A drink in water or milk 
is also used made for intoxication. The person 
taking it in the form of smoke or drink loses in 
control on mental faculties related to wisdom, 
which is temporarily hampered. Under such 
condition the person talks freely, even about 
his secrets. Therefore, sometimes this method 
is used for obtaining confessional statement or 
for the purpose of knowing facts of the case, by 
Police. 

court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 



10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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 Figure 3: Hypnosis Techniques

12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 
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1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 
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10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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 Figure 3: Hypnosis Techniques

12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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[3] Dr. Aftab Ahmad Malik, Asad and Waqar 
Azeem (2018),” Using codes in place of 
Fingerprints images during image 
processing for Criminal Information in 
large Databases and Data warehouses to 
reduce Storage, enhance efficiency and 
processing speed”, International Journal for 
Electronic Crime Investigation, ISSN 
2522-3429 ; IJECI ; Volume 1,  Issue :1 , 
October-December 2017; Lahore Garrison 
University, Lahore ( Printed and published 
in 2018).

[4] Dr Aftab Ahmad Malik, Asad and Waqar 
Azeem (2017), “Using codes in place of 
Fingerprints images during image 
processing for Criminal Information in 
large Databases and Data warehouses to 
reduce Storage, enhance efficiency and 
processing speed”, International Journal for 

data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.
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safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 



10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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 Figure 3: Hypnosis Techniques

12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 
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registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 



10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 
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communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 



10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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 Figure 3: Hypnosis Techniques

12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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which can be minimized to make 
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f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
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chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]
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First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 



10. FBA Uses of Hypnotic   
 Techniques 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is 
using the hypnosis in crime investigation. In 
important criminal cases, the police, 
psychiatrists, physicians and lawyers 
separately conduct sessions of hypnosis 
induction to make the criminals confess. 
However, this is done without prejudice to the 
task of the investigating officers, which 
proceeds independently. The hypnotic 
induction works successfully on criminal 
involved cases such as bank robbery, rape and 
murder etc. The witnesses to offence may also 
be sometimes allowed to question during 
hypnotic session. 

The hypnotist must have adequate training of 
hypnosis, knowledge of human behavior and 
medicine. While using hypnosis the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) follows the rule 
of the government (Department of Justice) 
strictly for selective cases. The coordinators of 
hypnotists are trained personnel. The 

hypnotists are very well qualified in the 
requisite area. They also make video tape the 
whole procedure. The hypnosis is carried out 
phase wise. The hypnotist himself applies the 
procedure in the first phase; while in the 
second phase the witnesses also participate to 
ask questions from the criminal by mentioning 
the sight and scene of offence other 
circumstantial matters. The third phase is 
concerned with real induction followed by 
regression. The rate of success in obtaining the 
confession is 60-70%.

11. Forensic Hypnosis

According to [22] hypnosis is extensively 
being used in the criminal investigation 
producing positive outcome in various fields of 
criminology. One of the drawbacks of this 
method is loss of memory during the hypnotic 
process. The experimental results on patients 
are reported in [22]. The important issue is how 
much of outcome of hypnosis results are used 
in court as evidence. 

evidence on record is authentic and consistent.  
The value of digital and forensic evidence in 
criminal cases cannot be minimized. The 
digital information is collected by the police or 
investigating officers has to be used by the 
prosecutor in the court. This information 
normally consists of [1] hard disk of 
computers, mobiles, databases and other 
sophisticated electronic Medias used by 
invoking into the networks to commit frauds. 
The criminals often transfer money into their 
accounts or fictitious accounts by illegal 
techniques.

Similarly, the unethical [9] and illegal 
practices and banking frauds are often 
committed and observed in banking 
transactions [1].  In the present time, it has 
become extremely useful to keep up the 
information such as and related to Iris, DNA, 
Fingerprints, modus operandi and facial prints 
of criminals in the Criminal Data Base System 
for future verification and retrieval. This 
requirement has been stressed upon by 
[2],[3],[4] and [5] giving detailed arguments. 
For example, the modus operandi in a 
previously committed offence can thus match 
to trace out Offenders in present offence during 
investigation. The biometrics technology plays 
a pivotal role in this situation.

2. Evidence

In this paper, both areas, the civil and criminal 
cases are under consideration, therefore, all the 
types of law of evidence shall be applicable 
such as Oral evidence by witnesses, 
documentary evidence, direct, secondary, and 
primary subject to the provisions of Law of 
Evidence, “Qanun-e-Shahadat” which was 
introduced and promulgated in Pakistan in 
1984. As for as electronic crimes are 
concerned, there exist the law called 
prevention of Electronic  Crimes Act (PECA) 

introduced in 2016; which also prescribes the 
manner to record evidence and what type of 
evidence [10]. This paper also considers 
another type of evidence tendered by the 
concerned criminal what is called confessional 
statement, admitting his guilt.

3. The Confessional Statement

In the confessional statement the offender 
admits and acknowledges his offence or legal 
wrong done. The admission may oral or in 
writing. The confession has different import, 
significance and meaning in Criminology, law, 
Psychology and religion. Often the 
confessional statement is tendered to claim 
some credit best known to sinner or offender. 
According to Law prevailing in USA, the 
voluntary confession is valid. It is described in 
[14] that “the distinction between "to do" and 
"to confess", between having thoughts of love 
and confessing one's love, between the 
indetermination of a feeling and its final 
definition", as a theme that "creeps into the 
various stories". 

According to [15], Confession is basis of 
mental health and the confession is 
self-examination and practice of doing honesty 
with himself. Further, the confession is 
categorized as judicial confession and 
confession before police. The judicial 
confession is made before the magistrate or 
concerned court of law. It may be recorded by 
the court during the investigation of the case. 
The extra- judicial confession may not be as a 
strong evidence as confession made 
voluntarily before court. However, the valid 
confession is made with a promise or threat to 
accused. According to the legal provisions of 
Evidence Act, the confession made before 
Police by a person shall not be used against 
him as evidence. According to [17], in Nigeria, 
the evidence provided by police in a criminal 
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 Figure 3: Hypnosis Techniques

12. Conclusions

The confessional statement from accused must 
procured without using brutal and third degree 
methods by police. The confession obtained 
forcefully by these methods and by use of 
intoxication is not admissible in court. 
However, the hypnosis may helpful to Police 
to further probing the matter, in spite of 
inherent drawbacks of hypnosis such as 
occasional memory loss and control of person 
performing hypnosis induction, it produces 
favorable results. The visualization, relaxation, 
eye cues and eye contact technique of hypnosis 
are effective in criminal investigation and 
obtaining confessional statement to support 
other investigation conducted by Police. The 
hypnotic approaches strengthen and protect the 
case witnesses and the victims.   Forensic 
hypnosis technique is used successfully for 
restoration of memory of the witnesses or 
victims of serious crime.
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data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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court is the confessional statement.

3.1 Duty of Prosecution

It is the duty of the prosecution to prove the 
veracity and reliability of the confessional 
statement. In this report contradictory and 
conflicting points of controlling crime have 
been discussed. The amendment have been 
made in Nigerian Law on confession has been 

made.  The issue of confession being 
admissible or not admissible has been left over 
to the discretion of the judge. In US court the 
polygraph test is accepted. The polygraph test 
is carried out conveniently without torture, as 
explained at depth in [2], which may indicate 
whether the accused is telling a lie. The 
polygraph test can only be reliable if an expert 
technician is conducting it.

Figure 1: Polygraph Devices for Confession

4 Legal Position of    
 Confessional Statement

The confessional statements procured under 
section 164,364 and 533 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code have special significance. It is 
essential that the oral confession ion civil cases 
must be recorded very carefully. The use of 
different words and phrases may change the 
meaning of the confessional statement. 

Therefore, a lot of care is required, for 
example, the while recording the confessional 
statement the court must sent the Police 
outside court room and order to remove the 
handcuff (Lahore High Court Rules & Orders 
Vol. III, Chap. XIII). The judges must tell the 
accused that there is no binding on him to 
tender the confessional statement. This rule of 
law has been reported in (DB) PLD 1958 
Lahore 559 and also in PLD 1987 FSC 43. 
According to these rules, it is mandatory for 

6. Police Tactics to Procure   
 Confessional Statement

Police employs various techniques [16] and 
third degree methods to procure the 
confessional statement. The degree of torture 
varies from situation to situation. The most 
notorious practices are the burning of abdomen 
and parts of the body and skin, hanging in 
inverted position for longer intervals of times, 
breaking bones and using red hot steel rods to 
burn the hands and feet. Apart from physical 
torture and intoxication, the Police also use 
other methods of investigation while the 
accused is under the custody, such as the Reid 
Technique, isolation, maximization, 
minimization, asking informal questioning and 
also lying.

7. Reid Technique

According to [19], the Reid technique consists 
of interviewing and arguing with the accused 
by two officers at a cup of tea. It is effective in 
the criminal cases. One playing “bad cop” and 
the other “good cop” and the session of 
questioning continues until the accused 
confesses his guilt. In the maximization 
technique the person interrogating the suspect 
begins with the assumption that the accused is 
guilty. In another method the accused is kept 
away from family and friends in isolation.

8. Hypnotic Technique
There are several techniques available in 
literature bur [23] gives explanation 31 
Techniques to create hypnotic induction. A few 
of these are simple such as Eye Cues & eye 
contact, Arm “Levitation” Technique, 
Relaxation technique, Handshake technique, 
Visualization. Some images such as specially 
designed spirals pictures and other model are 
shown to the person being hypnotized and 
asked to visualize the situation. In recent years, 
this science is being extensively applied to 

cure people from addiction, fears, to change 
habit, cognitive behavior or pain management 
using relaxation method. 

9. Hypnosis and its    
 Applications in Criminology

The offender’s conviction or exoneration 
mainly depends upon the evidence other than 
that of hypnosis report. The report of hypnotist 
is supportive evidence.  The hypnosis or 
mesmerism or hypnotism takes a person into 
state of consciousness, oblivion or sleep and 
the power of voluntary action is temporarily 
withheld but the person gives response to the 
commands of hypnotist. It is 200 years old 
psycho-technique. It is normally used to unfold 
the forgotten memory. People under the effect 
of hypnotic effect are regressed [20]. It is 
frequently used in criminology and crime 
investigations. In [21] its uses in Psychology 
have described to study the focused attention 
of mind. The discipline of hypnosis sometimes 
is termed as Abnormal Psychology or 
imaginative field or enactment. The procedure 
of hypnotizing a person is called art of 
mentalism or hypnotherapy. The hypnotism is 
applied to areas of music, stage performance 
and most importantly in crime investigations.
Why hypnosis is useful in Criminology, crime 
detection and investigation because the 
hypnotized person speaks out all the 
information automatically without caring or 
being concerned with people sitting around 
him. This characteristic makes the discipline 
useful for crime investigations and procuring 
confession of criminal. 

Another characteristic of the hypnosis is the 
hypnotic induction, which makes it attractive 
for field of criminology. It is a technique to put 
the subject into a state called hypnotic trance. 
This is how the confessional submissions come 
out the mind of accused. The Braid’s eye 
fixation method is most influential.

safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 The purpose of this paper is to highlight 
the admissibility and inadmissibility of 
evidence in court of law, with special emphasis 
and contrast to forensic, digital evidence, oral 
evidence by witnesses before Police and court. 
The philosophy of the right and wrong has 
been fully elaborated in Jurisprudence [11] 
which forms basis of various legal systems and 
their operations. The admissibility of evidence 

mainly depends on its veracity and reliability. 
The second important question is how the 
prosecution can make use of available 
evidence effectively in the court of law. The 
present authors have presented a detailed study 
[1] in the area of ‘effective prosecution’. The 
supporting tools in the effective prosecution 
[1] are forensic and digital evidence, 
information contained in the Databases of the 
criminal Information Systems. The 
prosecution can only be effective [1], if the 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 



data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 

2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 

2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 

2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 

2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 

2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 
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1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  
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Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 

2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG
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Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 

2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 
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the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
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• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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data sniffing. C. Laurendeau et al. [27] 
discussed some security threats in DSRC 
which can be minimized to make 
communication channels secure and trusted.

f) Trusted Infrastructure
VANET infrastructure should be trusted and 
highly available to VANET nodes. V2I 
communication is an integral part of VANET 
applications and if somehow a malicious intent 
attacker performs a DOS attack against 
infrastructure and takes it down, it will raise 
some serious problem for VANET nodes 
because network nodes trust on infrastructure 
and if infrastructure is not responding it will 
break chain of trust.

6. Conclusion

Authenticity, confidentiality and availability 
are some essential security requirements and 
all of these can be achieved inside VANET if 
somehow 'TRUST' is introduced inside 
infrastructure and vehicles. TPM module is 
used to develop this trust. VANET safety and 
non-safety applications share messages in V2V 
and V2I communication so it is very important 
that all those messages are authenticated and 
generated by trusted network nodes. For this 
purpose, TPM digitally signs messages and 
receiving person verifies those with their key 
which verifies the authenticity of messages. 
TPM is integrated with onboard-unit and 
sensors of vehicle where it authenticates all 
incoming and outgoing communications. A 
chain of trust can be developed with trusted 
user, vehicle, applications and purpose of this 
chain of trust to handle with different types of 
attacks in VANET and secure the vehicle to 
vehicle and vehicle to road side 
communication.
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safety applications, warning messages are sent 
to network vehicles to prevent road accidents. 
Non-safety applications may include 
comfortable driving experience of passengers 
and availability of parking slots. Inside 
VANET, trust is key importance parameter 
between vehicles and RSUs. So, information 
and data exchange happens between vehicles 
and RSUs assuming that security, trust, privacy 
triad is ensured. Vehicle is a private property of 
a user and it may disclose very sensitive 
information about its owner if somehow a 
malicious attacker exploits it. In short, VANET 
faces some serious security challenges where a 
malicious attacker can change the behavior of 
network nodes and launch attacks against 
safety and non-safety applications. Therefore, 
network security must be ensured before 
deployment in order to avoid any life critical 
situations. High mobility nature of VANET 
makes it very challenging task to monitor [4] 
and identify attacks. In order to make a reliable 
network these mobile nodes have to trust each 
other which is technically possible using 
trusted platform module (TPM). Trusted 
computing group (TCG) defines trust as "Any 
entity that behaves in an expected manner for 
that intended purpose"[5]. Core entities of 
VANET are user, vehicle and RSU where 
unexpected behavior from either of them can 
highly affect the behavior of other entities. So, 
in this paper we will discuss that how TPM can 
introduce 'TRUST' factor among VANET 
nodes and how it can help us to improve 
security against attacks.

The rest of the paper is divided into VI sections 
where section II discusses essential security 
requirements for VANET. Section III discusses 
the TPM architecture and proposed TPM 
model for VANET. Section IV discusses in 
details the about the nature of attacks on 
VANET. Section V discuss about possible 
usage of TPM and some other trusted hardware 

modules in VANET for defensive 
countermeasure of attacks and in the end 
section VI concludes the paper. 

2. Essential Security        
 Requirements

VANET infrastructure highly relies on 
communication and messages among its 
nodes. So, it is very important to make sure 
authenticity and integrity of the exchanged 
communication data. As VANET is a real-time 
network and little delay in communication 
messages can endanger the life of passengers 
especially when messages are meant for safety 
applications. So, it is very possible that a 
malicious intent attacker may try to delay or 
drop the safety concerned communication 
messages. Taking above mentioned scenarios 
into consideration, we need some proper 
security measures which may define and 
measure the security of VANET nodes [6]. So, 
we will discuss following five parameters to 
address all these security and privacy issues 
[13]. In simple words, a network will be 
considered well secured if it implements 
following parameters in its topology.

2.1 Authenticity: 
Inside VANET, there may be legitimate and 
non-legitimate (malicious) nodes. So, first of 
all it is important to ensure that the 
communication nodes are authenticated by a 
trusted authority. A third party certificate 
authority (CA) module manages and verifies 
the identities of VANET nodes. So, it will 
ensure that the messages are received from 
legitimate users [7]. Authenticity will provide 
a trustworthy environment for exchanged 
messages by keeping un-authorized nodes 
away from private communication channels.

2.2 Confidentiality: 
Confidential user data such as vehicle's 

registration number, global position and route 
plan of VANET nodes is shared with 
concerned authorities for safety or non-safety 
applications [6]. Confidentiality parameter 
demands that the data must be shared and 
stored in secure way in order to avoid any 
un-authorized access. Confidentiality is 
achieved using encryption algorithms.

2.3 Availability: 
VANET safety applications require real-time 
message exchanging. So, the network should 
be highly available and operational for 
authenticated users. VANET real-time 
applications exchange messages at very high 
data rate where there is not even a margin of 
milliseconds delay. In VANET safety 
applications, a milliseconds delay may 
endanger someone’s life.

2.4 Integrity: 
It makes sure that the message sent from 
sender side has been received successfully on 
receiver side without any alteration or 
modification on its way [10]. A malicious 
intent attacker can do attack against integrity in 
which case receiving node will receive 
tempered message which may cause serious 
problems. This kind of attack is used to spread 
misinformation. To ensure data integrity, 
sender node digitally signs its message with 
certificate before sending which is verified on 
receiving end to make sure that data is not 
tempered.

2.5 Non-Repudiation:
Nodes involved in message sending process 
must send that message at any cost and they 
must not be able to deny it. Similarly, nodes 
involved in reception process must receive it 
and should not have the ability to deny it. 
Non-repudiation is often used to detect and 
unveil the criminals. Particularly, it can be 
useful in accident's investigations by re 

construction of exchanged messages [10].

3. TPM Based Trust model for   
 VANET

TPM hardware module is specifically designed 
for computing purposes where security and 
trust is main concern and now it is being 
integrated into many computer devices. In 
laptops, mostly TPM chips are being integrated 
for business class like Dell's latitude series [9]. 
The infrastructure on which TPM is deployed, 
a piece of software is needed to communicate 
with TPM. TPM communicates with this 
software to store data on secure locations. It 
has built-in cryptographic functionalities 
which are used to enforce trust. Though TPM 
seems quite good against software attacks but 
it doesn't have any mechanism to avoid 
hardware tampering. It can be introduced 
inside VANET to ensure a secure and trusted 
V2V and V2I communication. An architectural 
diagram of TPM is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TPM Architecture [20]

F. Stumpf et al. [19] proposed a multi-layered 
C2C communication protocol named SRAAC 
for VANETs in order to ensure trust, security 
and privacy of nodes. Secure Revocable 
Anonymous Authenticated inter-vehicle 
Communication (SRAAC) protocol facilitate 
vehicles in inter-vehicle communication by 
sending or receiving safety messages. 
Proposed SAARC protocol will contain 
authentication authority (AA), inter-vehicle 

communication certificate server (ICS) and 
onboard unit (OBU) components. Author 
discussed some potential attacks to SRAAC 
which are OBU collision attacks, false safety 
message injection and arbitrary validation 
time. Author not only discussed these attacks 
but also proposed a solution to prevent from 
these attacks which involves the usage of 
trusted inter-vehicle communication (T-IVC) 
certificate.

G. Guette et al. [20] discussed in detail that 
how TPM can be useful in VANET security. 
They highlighted some essential security 
parameters and proposed two applications [5] 
(event reporting and platoons) for VANET. 
Their research circles around some essential 
security parameters in VANET (authenticity, 
confidentiality, integrity) which are 
highlighted in section II of this paper. Their 
key objective was to ensure a secure and 
anonymous V2V communication using 
cryptographic keys. José María de Fuentes 
[21] highlighted some serious security issues 
in VANET and proposed some solutions 
related to those issues.

G. Guette et al.[22] proposed TPM based 
security and privacy solutions. Cryptographic 
key management was main focus point of their 
discussion. TPM module is used as an 
integrated part of the vehicle for all this 
solution. Privacy Certification Authority 
(PCA) is a third party modules which issues a 
certificate for Attestation Identity Key (AIK). 
AIK is used for attestation of current platform 
and its configuration. PCA also verifies 
different AIKs which are being used by 
different network applications. AIK 
certificates were proposed to be saved on a 
memory stick. The proposed mechanism 
creates some dependencies such as PCA and 
memory stick needs to communicate through a 
computer, and to connect with certification 

authority an internet connection is needed.

Sumra et al. [23] discussed in detail about a 
new card based scheme for VANET which 
focus on trust and security related issues. 
Sumra et al. [30] provided solution of security, 
trust and privacy using TPM in VANET.

For authentication purpose TPM used many 
key and here is mentioned two important keys 
which are given below:-

1) Attestation Identity Keys (AiK): 
 This key generated by the TPM and the 

Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) 
authenticate the key and secure the end 
user information. AiK does not disclose 
the identity of the TPM and this is the 
main advantage of this key.

2) Endorsement Key (EK): this key is 
generated by the TPM manufacturer and 
unique feature of this key is securely 
stored inside the TPM. 

A TPM root of trust architecture is showed in a 
Figure 2 and details about each module is 
given after that.

Figure 2. TPM based Root of Trust [24]

Root of Trust: TPM hardware provides 
following three types of root of trust [24]:

• Root of trust for measurement (RTM)
• Root of trust for reporting (RTR)
• Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)

TPM hardware communicates with onboard 
unit (OBU) and other embedded sensors of the 
vehicles and ensure root of trust. Figure 3 
shows a high level working of TPM with OBU 
and other sensors and its application in 
VANET.

Figure 3. Trusted communication with TPM 
[28]

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM): 
RTM is the module of TPM which measures 
current system state and saves it in Platform 
Configuration Register (PCR). TPM uses 
internal secure storage registers which are 
shielded from external attacks and data 
tampering attempts. So, PCR ensures data 
integrity of stored system state. PCR storage is 
non-volatile and it persists even when system 
is powered off.PCR basic purpose is storage of 
20 byte digest hash values of system states and 
representation of hardware and software 
configuration metrics. Configuration Metrics 
are very important as they are defined before 
system is developed and then monitored in 
entire lifetime of system. If system finds any 
change in hardware and software configuration 
metrics, it logs it and takes appropriate actions.

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR): 
RTR generates reports about current platform 
and securely provide generated reports to third 
parties. RTR ensures data integrity and privacy 
using digital certificates. RTR digitally signs 
PCR values with private key and send them to 
requesting third party. Third party can verify 
that digitally signed values using Endorsement 
Key (EK) [25] which is a public key.

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS):  R T S 
does encryption and decryption of data and 
keys. Besides this, it also provides keys list and 
their respective unique functionalities. RTS 
utilizes a Storage Root Key (SRK) which uses 
asymmetric encryption to encrypt data and 
keys. RTS is embedded into TPM and its core 
purpose is to wrap TPM protected keys.

4. Attacks in VANET

A malicious intent attacker can launch 
different attacks in VANET. In this section, 
five major classes of attacks are discussed in 
VANET security perspective [24, 25]. In 
section VI, some proposed solutions to 
mitigate these attacks are discussed. Each 
attack class gives an insight to threat severity 
and attack type. The purpose of this section is 
to identify the attacks on based of their 
behavior or signatures and take appropriate 
measures accordingly. Figure. 4 lists down five 
classes of different types of attacks in VANET 
[29].

Figure 4.  Classes of attacks in VANET [29]

First Class - Application Attack
This attack mainly targets VANET safety and 
non-safety applications. In this attack, attacker 
intercepts messages from one vehicle, tampers 
it and then spread it to other vehicles. In safety 
applications, warning messages are passed 
from one vehicle to other vehicles. If an 
attacker modifies it, it will give rise to some 
serious consequences. In bogus information 
attack [12] attacker spreads misinformation 
inside network which highly affects the 
behavior of network users. 

In safety application attack, an attacker may 
spread wrong information that road is clear 
while there is a work zone ahead. So, in such 
case a road accident is obvious. In non-safety 
application attack, attacker may spread 
messages to other vehicles that parking slots 
are not available while actually there is parking 
slots are available [7].

Second Class - Network Attack
Network attack directly affect VANET 
infrastructure which in turn affect V2V and 
V2I communications. This attack is considered 
of high priority and might create serious 
problems for users.

a. Sybil Attack:
 Sybil attack [16] belongs to the network 

attacks class. In this attack, attacker 
fabricates VANET communication 
messages with fake source identities and 
broadcast them inside network. When the 
fabricated messages [15] are received by 
legitimate users, they believe that there is 
more than one vehicle in the surrounding 
or there is some serious traffic jam 
situation. Attacker will benefit when other 
vehicles would believe that road is 
blocked because of traffic jam.

b. Denial of Service (DOS) Attack [32]:
 DOS attack is attack on availability of 

some service. Inside VANET 
environment, all vehicles rely on network 
communication messages and if some 
attacker somehow jams this network, it 
will be serious problem. All V2V and V2I 
communication will get down, so 
authentic users won't be able to 
communicate with one another and it will 
create serious traffic jam or other life 
critical situations.

Third Class - Social Attack
In these attacks, social engineering attacks may 
be involved and it may also have attacks where 
immoral and abusive messages can be shared 
with network nodes. The main objective of this 
attack type is to create disturbance inside 
network. For example, a malicious intent 
driver send message to other vehicle death of 
his/her siblings. It will highly affect the 
behavior of driver which may lead to road 
accidents. Social attacks are totally based on 
social messages where one vehicle can lie to 
other fellow VANET nodes to create havoc.

Fourth Class - Timing Attack
This attack [31] is also on VANET safety and 
non-safety applications but in this attack 
warning messages are not altered by attacker. 
Instead, attacker creates a delay in message 
delivery. As VANET is a real-time network 
where warning messages should be sent and 
received in real-time otherwise it may cause 
some serious problems in life critical 
situations. For example, if a warning message 
is going to tell vehicle that there is a work zone 
ahead and user doesn't receive it in time, it may 
cause an accident.

Fifth Class - Monitoring Attack
In this class of attack, attacker only monitors or 
sniffs network traffic in passive mode without 

creating any disturbance. In this attack, attack 
may find some valuable information from V2V 
and V2I communication which may be used 
for attacker's benefit. For example, if some 
police operation is going to happen somewhere 
inside VANET and attacker somehow intercept 
the operation details; he may use it for his 
benefit. Attacker may track user location in a 
specific region using ID disclosure attacks 
[17].

5. TPM based Proposed      
 Mechanisms 

VANET security threat has been under 
considerations in last few years and many 
solutions were proposed to mitigate those 
risks. In this section, countermeasures for 
attacks discussed in previous section are 
highlighted. In this section five basic trust 
entities will be discussed along with how they 
coordinate to create a chain of trust on 
platform.  Figure 3 also elaborates that how 
TPM can be useful in VANET V2V and V2I 
communication. Trust entities (user, vehicle, 
application, routing, medium and 
infrastructure) are given below:[14]

a) Trusted User
There are basically two types of users inside 
VANET which are trusted users and 
non-trusted users. Trusted users are those who 
show the normal and non-malicious behavior. 
On the other hand, non-trusted users can 
tamper with VANET safety and non-safety 
applications. VANET warning messages are 
passed by trusted user to other users and data 
integrity is ensured while non-trusted users 
will tamper data on the way and compromise 
privacy of others. This way a chain of trust will 
be affected.

b) Trusted Vehicle
Vehicle is an important node of VANET so it is 
very important to make sure that vehicle is 
trusted or non-trusted (compromised) because 
vehicle is an integral part of V2V and V2I 
communication and if it is compromised, 
whole chain of trust will be affected. Trust 
factor in vehicles is introduced by integrating 
TPM with sensors and OBU. Figure 3 is 
elaborating this concept very well.

c) Trusted Applications
VANET safety and non-safety applications 
should have proper security measures within 
them so that an attacker may not use them to 
others and applications should perform their 
activities in the way they are designed to work. 
M.Gerlach et al. [11] proposed and discussed a 
model for trusted applications inside VANET. 
Proposed model discusses the situations where 
the attributes of the trust and trustee are 
relevant.

d) Trusted Routing
Routing is very integral part of network 
communications which involves hop to hop 
and hop communication. T. Chen et al. [26] 
proposed his own trusted routing framework 
which authenticates communication messages, 
ensures trust between vehicles and routing 
verification with depending on any third party 
CA. Trusted framework works on Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol.

e) Trusted Medium
VANET uses dedicated short range 
communication (DSRC) band for 
communication channels. It provides multiple 
channels on high bandwidth which ranges 
from 5.850 to 5.925 GHz. Attacker will try to 
monitor or tamper data of VANET nodes so 
there should be a secure and trusted 
communication channel. Communication 
channel should continuously hop to avoid any 

1. Introduction

 Traffic accidents impact our life 
directly or indirectly and are considered a 
major challenge in traffic management. 
According to the global status report on road 
safety 2015, it is indicated that the global road 
accident deaths has platitude at 1.25 million 
per year [1] and it will increase 60% more in 
next few years if it is not controlled somehow. 
An ideal solution to avoid road accidents and 

improve traffic management is VANET. It is a 
sub category of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) where nodes can be Road Side 
Units (RSUs) or vehicles [2]. It uses Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) 
channels in vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to road side unit (V2R) communication 
[3]. DSRC are short to medium range wireless 
communication channels which are 
specifically designed for automobiles to 
guarantee active safety applications [1]. In 

2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 
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store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 
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1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 



2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 
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are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 



2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 



2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 



2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 



2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 



2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.
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1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 
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distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 



2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 



2. Literature Review

In order to support the stance of role of 
windows registry in digital forensics 
investigation, the author has studied different 
related work. After studying various 
literatures, the following keys are highlighted 
and are explained in depth.

2.1 What Is Windows Registry?
The explanation that is derived from the 
Microsoft’s publication regarding registry, is 
that it’s a database that contains the important 
information category wise pertaining to the 
application, services and operations that are 
running on the windows [2]. The format that is 
used to structure the data in registry is of tree 
format. The tree is consists of several nodes, 
these nodes are known as keys. Then there is 
further classification of these keys, where each 
key is consist of subkeys and entries of data 
known as values. In some cases the only a 
single key is sufficient for an application to run 
or to perform the operations, and sometime it is 
necessary for an application to open a key and 
to use the values that are linked with that 
particular key. There is no limits to the amount 
of values that a key can have, and neither it’s 
mandatory that values should be in one 
particular form, values can exists in any form 
[3].  

Since windows registry deals with the critical 
operations of the windows operating system 
therefore it’s certainly not wrong to say that the 
operations are directly linked to the system, 
and user of the windows.  Windows registry is 
critical to this extent that every time when an 
application runs on a windows machine the 
first thing that’s been done by an application is 
that its record in registry, it’s technically not 
possible for any application to start without 
accessing the registry. Just to make things 
further clear, if at any point registry fails the 

operating system of the windows machine will 
fail [4]. 

2.2 Structure of Registry:
The structure of the registry is basically 
comprised of the repetition of the same pattern 
of folders called subtrees, keys and subkeys. 
The lowest level of data that is stored in the 
registry are the entries. Entries are similar to 
the files. The repetitive container leads up to 
the path to each entry, as every individual entry 
in the registry has a unique path, every entry 
that is within the registry is referred by its 
name and complete path. [5]

For accessing the windows registry in normal 
condition (Not for forensics investigation) we 
use windows registry editor tool “regedit.exe”. 
The following section of the research paper is 
about the components that a typical registry 
contains.  

2.2.1 Subtree:
The subtree is classified as the primary or the 
root segment of the registry. In a registry there 
are basically 5 core sub trees, that is further 
divided in keys, subkeys and entries 
everything that is within these keys and 
subkeys it has some values. The name of the 
value and the data of the value can consist of 
backslash characters or keys. The 5 main 
subtree are as follow.

1. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
2. HKEY_CURRENT_USER
3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
4. HKEY_USERS
5. HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

Figure 1: The main keys in a windows 
registry.

2.2.2 Key:
Once a subtree is expanded the first layer that a 
viewer can witness is of the key, key is the 
division of the registry that must contain 
minimum one subkey (like Hardware Key). 
One thing that is very important here is that 
some subtrees does not have a key at all. 

2.2.3 Subkey:
The when keys are further expanded to one 
level down one can view the subkeys. 
Moreover, there can be subkeys that are 
directly under the expansion of the keys as 
mentioned earlier that some subtrees do not 
have any key, so in such cases those subtrees 
have subkeys. The role of the subkeys is that it 
is used to save the entries and additional 
subkeys.

2.2.4 Entry:
Once the expansion of subtree reaches the 
lower level in the registry, the entries appear, 
these entries appear in the right-hand side pane 
of the registry window. Each registry is 
consists of the name of the entry followed by 
the its Data types in the registry (the Data type 
of the registry is used for identifying the format 
of the data and the length of the data which is 
to be stored in the entry) and finally a field 
which is called value. Data is stored within the 
value field of the registry. Each entry is 
identified by its name and path. The role of the 

entries in the registry is to maintain the 
configuration information of the windows 
program and windows itself. Entries are 
entirely different than subtrees, keys and 
subkeys as they exists in form of folders only 
whereas the actual information is within the 
entries.  

2.2.5 Hive Files:
The Hive Files are those files which contains 
the files that are permanently stored in the 
registry of the system. The location to check 
these hive files is in the hivelist subkey in 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control. 
These files are updated every time a user login 
the system the storage location of these 
registry files is in systemroot\System32\ 
Config folder. Within  HKEY_LOCAL_ 
MACHINE there are four to five hive files that 
are stored, and there is one file that is stored 
within the HKEY_USERS. The Hive files that 
are within the registry are as follow:

SAM: SAM basically stands for Security 
Accounts Manager, it possess data which is 
stored in HKLM\SAM which is related to the 
service of security of the Accounts 
management.

SECURITY:As the name suggests it carries the 
information that is relevant to the security of 
the system. The information pertaining to this 
hive is saved in HKLM\Security key.

SOFTWARE: everything which is relevant to 

the configuration of system software 
configuration is saved in HKLM\SOFTWARE 
keys.

SYSTEM: This hive file has the information 
regarding the system configuration the data for 
this hive file is saved in HKLM\SYSTEM key. 
DEFAULT: The purpose of this hive file is to 
maintain the default system information, all 
the data related to this hive is saved in 
HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT key. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE this 
particular hive is not saved as file as it is 
recreated by the system every time system 
boots up. 

2.3 Variability of the Registry:
It’s certainly not possible that two registries are 
the same, it’s because each registry saves the 
information about the hardware and the 
software which exists on the system or is 
installed, the values that are within the registry 
entries are precisely according to the system 
and it’s configuration. There are few entries 
that are only created when the windows 
machine is turned on or the time when the user 
log on. 

As mentioned before that each entry has a 
specific location, that location can be changed, 
sometime it happens when a program is 
updated. There are few registry which shifts 
the whole program to new location when a 
minor change is made to the program such as 
enabling of one particular service. 

Since there is variation in the location of 
registry it is not advisable for a programmer or 
script writer to write a script that directly refers 
to any entry in the registry, this can cause 
problem in the operations of the program if 
specifically not pointed to the required registry 
entry, there is another possibility with registry 

is that with the change in the version of the 
registry the program written to fetch specific 
registry entry might change, for all such 
purposes the recommended application 
programming interference (APIs) is win32 
API, it’s because win32 API is updated each 
time version is changed. 
  
2.4 How Registry Data is Used:
One of the most important and critical reason 
to study about registry is how data is stored in 
Registry or the mechanism of storing data into 
the registry. There are several types of data that 
are stored by a program in the registry. As 
mentioned in the previous section the main 
stream way of accessing the data by programs 
is through Win32 API. Each program working 
in relation with registry, uses API where the 
whole function of this API is to retrieve the 
data from the required entry path and the name 
from the registry. For making any change to 
the content of the registry programs uses 
standard APIs which are compatible with the 
operating system.  

Once the data is fetched using the APIs, the 
data is interpreted and implemented according 
to the functionality of the program. For 
instance if “1” is obtained as a result in the 
value it might means to enable or disable one 
particular feature of the program, which was 
previously operating other way. If in the value 
of the registry a file location is stored that 
might means that to save the program to the 
specified location or move the program to the 
specified location after the execution of the 
program.  

In windows specifically the windows Server 
2003 or higher Operating system the registry is 
used by the programs and the component of the 
operating system for the following purposes.

Setup:  This includes the setup programs that 

store the basic information related to the 
system, information related to the user, 
information related to the installed 
applications on the system, moreover, the 
information should include what drives were 
mounted on the system and what hardware 
components have been configured and 
installed on the system [6]. 
 
This process of analysis should be done in a 
proper sequence to make sure that the process 
of investigation is completed smoothly.  The 
order of this investigation is as follow. 

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software:
In the preliminary phase of investigation, the 
most important thing is to know about the 
system and its owner. For digital evidence it is 
said that the more information that you get is 
more beneficial for you because it makes the 
analysis process easier.  Before carrying out 
the forensics investigation it is mandatory to 
make sure about the directory and its path in 
which the windows operating system is 
installed and at same time it is important to 
know about the owner of the system. The 
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\Software key has 
the information about the software that are 
installed on the system. Several keys are under 
this particular hive, the content of this hives 
can vary from system to system as everyone is 
not using the same software. Under this 
software hive there is a subkey of Microsoft\ 
Windows NT\Current Version subkey that is 
critically examined and special consideration 
is given to the data that is found within this 
particular subkey, because it contains 
important information related to the software 
installed, some of the important keys are as 
follow

• CSDVersion: The data that is found inside 
this value is related to the service pack 
installed. Windows boot loader use this key 

along with the Current Version Key and 
Current Build Number key: As every 
software or a patch has a build number or 
version so that it can be easily 
differentiated if it was created before 
certain time or after that particular time [7]. 

• InstallDate: As the name of the value 
suggest that this value has to do something 
with the time stamp which is very 
important in the forensics investigation, 
this particular value contains the 
information related to the date and time 
when the operating system was installed. 
The value is stored in Hex form. There are 
some tools that are used to decode this hex 
value for knowing the exact date and time 
when OS was installed, so that if the 
suspect has formatted the hard drive and 
has installed the windows again this could 
be determined. 

• PathName and SystemRoot: The values 
within this subkey reference to the system 
directory. The default directory for system 
is %SystemDrive%:\Windows. 

• ProductID and ProductName: The data 
within these values contains information 
related to the product key of the Microsoft 
product that is usually the one that’s given 
as product key on the CD of Microsoft 
products. These values are the Microsoft 
product ID and a product name. Whereas 
the product name is simply the name of the 
operating system. 

• RegisteredOwner and Registered 
Organization: Within these values the 
information that is stpred is related to the 
users and the organisation that is using 
these software in most of the cases it’s the 
information of the actual owner of the 
software who is using theses software, 

are for windows server 2003 or the setup 
program that are required for other hardware to 
be installed on the PC, the configuration is 
added to the registry e.g. every time new 
information is added to the registry when SCSI 
adapter is installed or the settings of the display 
are altered. Moreover, all the components are 
first read by the registry to ensure that all the 
prerequisite for installation are available.

Recognizer: Every single time when computer 
is turned on, the role of recognizer starts it puts 
the configuration of hardware data in the 
registry. The hardware configuration data 
includes the list of hardware that are available 
on system. The operation of hardware 
detection is carried out by windows kernel 
(Ntoskrnl.exe) programs and hardware 
recognizer (Ntdetect.com). 

The role of the kernel program during startup 
of system is to ensure that the information 
related to the device is extracted from the 
registry this information includes the drivers 
that needs to be loaded and the sequence in 
which the drivers are supposed to be loaded. 
Another important feature of the kernel is 
reveal its own information to the registry, such 
as what kernel version currently it is, that’s 
being used by the system. 

Device Drivers:
The load perimeters along with configuration 
data is sent and received by the registry 
through device drivers. The role of the device 
driver is to report the information regarding the 
usage of system resources to the registry like 
the hardware interrupts or DMA channels that 
are utilized by one particular program. 
Registry information can be accessed by the 
device drivers or program so that smart 
installation and configuration can be provided 
to the user.

Since there is variability in programs, it is 
therefore very hard to know how a particular 
program will interpret the data of the registry. 
Registry entries are strictly dependent on 
program not the user, therefore one must not 
try to alter any registry entry of any program 
unless he/she is quite sure about the program. ]
   
2.5 Users and the Registry:
For most of the programs today, there is hardly 
any need of user to go to registry for editing 
purposes for any particular task, from 
changing preferences to changing the features 
and services of program it is all done by the 
administrative tools and windows interface for 
the ease of the user. However, there are few 
rare cases where users has to go to registry 
settings to make changes to the instance of the 
operating system.  

3.   Windows Registry Forensics:

One of the essential steps that’s being carried 
out in computer forensics is related to the 
analysis of the digital evidence, here at 
analysis stage different aspects are analysed 
which includes, the processes that are running 
on the ram when computer device was taken 
into custody, the files that are within the 
system and the files that were deleted, and 
windows registry analysis. [5] 

When it comes to the analysis of windows 
registry it not only includes the viewing of data 
that is in registry, but it also involves the 
extraction and interpretation of data with 
respect to the context of investigation and with 
respect to its existence. Therefore, firm 
knowledge and understanding about the 
components of the registry is required. [3]

In the initial phase of the investigation several 
keys should be analysed. The key which 
should be examined includes the keys which 

1. Introduction

 As there are many aspects that are 
examined by an investigator during the 
investigation of a criminal offence same goes 
with the digital forensics investigation, after 
seizing the crime scene the investigating 
officer has to take forensics image of the 
suspect system, after that it is taken to the 
forensics labs for the examination, the 
investigator here critically analyse every 
aspect of the image, and look for the foot prints 
that can help him in drawing his findings. One 
of the most important element that is analysed 

during the examination phase of the 
investigation is the examination of windows 
registry. To start with windows registry is the 
fundamental component of windows OS 
Operating system, which contains a lot of 
information regarding the configuration of the 
system. The information that is managed 
within the registry of the windows contains the 
history of the user activities, details about the 
program installed and details about the running 
programs. The storage of data is carried out in 
same way as it is done in log file [1]. Windows 
registry is explained in depth in proceeding 
parts of this research paper.  

Mounted Devices: 
The role of this subkey is to list the 
volumes/drives that have been attached to the 
system, because of this subkey one can 
determine the number of partition that were 
within the system and the auxiliary disks that 
were attached to the system inform of 
CD/DVDs drive or any other external medium 
like USB. This is another point at which the 
investigator should be cautious as this will 
show the investigator about the drives that are 
missing at the time of taking system image into 
the custody. [9]  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE \ System \ 
Control Set \ Enum:
Moreover, this Enum subkey contains 
information related to each devices, services, 
and drivers that might have been attached to 
system at any particular point. There are 
several services that an Enum entry may 
contain like entry of ATAPI driver even if there 
is no ATAPI interface on that machine. The 
purpose of these keys is to map devices and 
service to the relevant drivers and 
configuration on the system.  

• USBSTOR: The role of this key is very 
significant and one of the most important role 
as it contains information about all the USB 
devices that has ever been attached to the 
system, even if it was not connected at the time 
of seizing the system. Each key has a subkey 
that contains the information about USB 
device such as the ID of the Hardware, 
Friendly name of the device and some other 
information related to USB the purpose of 
hardware ID and friendly name is to highlight 
the manufacturer name and model name. The 
moment when the forensics investigator 
figures out that the path of the file links to an 
external USB storage device, he should look 
into this subkey and should take appropriate 
steps, to know about the device(s) that were 

attached to the system [10]. 

Services\%AdapterGUID%\Parameters\Tc
pip:
In case of attack related to the intrusion in the 
network or circulation of the malware within 
the network, this subkey is not less than a gem 
for the investigator as this subkey contains a lot 
of valuable information, as it contains the 
parameter linked to the TCP/IP network. The 
IPAddress mentioned in this subkey is the 
actual IP address that is allocated to the 
network adapter card. The Default Gateway 
contains the IP address of the gateway linked 
to the network.
 
4. Conclusion

Undoubtedly Windows registry has one of the 
important role in the forensics investigation of 
personal computers. As the components within 
the registry contains the important information 
related to the operations of the computers 
whether it is linked to hardware of the system, 
software of the system, drivers installed on the 
system, or the time stamp every aspect that is 
within the registry of the windows operating 
system is critical to the investigation. Just like 
in any other investigation where minimal 
things carry great importance [11] Windows 
registry forensics carries great importance as 
well. 
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these values can be changed as it’s under 
the control of the user every time a fresh 
installation process is carried out the 
program asks for the users details, which 
user has to enter. 

• NetworkCards: The MAC address of 
network cards and the name of the 
particular network card linking to the MAC 
address is placed within this value. When 
the MAC address of the network card is 
deliberately changed during the course of 
hacking a new subkey is added, and from 
here we can investigate if the MAC address 
is changed.  

HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\System

Once the information pertaining to the owner 
and system is gathered, the next step for the 
investigator(s) should be to check the 
configuration settings of the machine, and this 
is where we need to check HKEY LOCAL 
MACHINE\System hive, this hive maintains 
information related to the configuration setting 
that is required for booting the system and 
several other critical features required for the 
operations of the system. Some of the 
important subkeys that are within this hives are 
as follow [8]. 

Control: 
The subkey of control has the information 
regarding the controls of the operating system 
with respect to its operations from booting of 
an operating system to the networking of the 
system to windows to windows on windows 
(WOW). Time zone, system boot date and 
time, with shut down date and time can be 
found through this subkey.   
 
• Enum: This subkey has the information 
related to the hardware aspect related to the 
system, this includes the state of the hardware, 

legacy devices, and the long list continues. 
Moreover, settings related to the external 
storage devices are stored in this key. The 
accuracy of the information in this subkey is 
that it gives the exact name, and the model 
number of the storage device attached to the 
system. Now if the investigator further wishes 
to know when the device was installed, he can 
refer to the windows event log.

ControlSet001: It is one of the main control 
set, which is used by the default to boot the 
windows operating system. 

ControlSet002: In case windows is unable to 
boot using controlSet001 this is backup control 
set which can be used. There are is possibility 
that there could be more than two numbered 
control set. There is a possibility that due to the 
variation in the registry Controlset002 may not 
appear but may be controlset003 appear as a 
backup control set. The setting of every control 
set may vary, so therefore it is highly 
recommended for an investigator to keenly 
observe the control setting of the Select 
subkeys. 

Select:As cautioned earlier that if the 
investigator has to find out which control set 
setting are used at the boot of windows OS he 
must check the Select sub key. The role of this 
subkey in registry is to store information that a 
control set use to boot a computer. The select 
hive key contains the four subkeys, the 
Current, Default, Failed and the 
LastKnownGood. Among these 4 the current 
subkey is the one that has the value of the ID of 
current control set which is used for booting 
the windows. This is the reason it is important 
for an investigator to thoroughly check control 
set before examining the other configuration 
settings.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 
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naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 



4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 
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distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 

the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 
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Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 

the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 

the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 

Fig 7: Model for applying Machine learning algorithms with & without Feature Selection Algorithms

the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 

the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 

the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 
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1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 

the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 

the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.
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5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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4. Results and Discussions

In stage 1 classifiers i.e.; Naive Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest and 
are utilized to get the required exactness for 
each of the classifiers. In stage 2 the 
information is, on the other hand, characterized 
yet this time distinctive features strategies i.e.; 
GGA, AGA, YAGGA, and YAGGA2 are 
utilized for the upgrade of the outcomes or to 
check for any believable changes. Results 
demonstrate that ID3 with YAGGA with 15 
features chosen, lessened from 30 highlights, 
demonstrate the best execution on this dataset 
for order of phishing sites. The results are 
shown in Fig 8 with “YAGGA + ID3” shows 
the maximum accuracy up to 95%. 

Fig 8: Results of accuracy

5. Conclusion and Future work

Web Phishing attack is of serious concern. This 
work models the phishing site expectation as a 
characterization undertaking and exhibits the 

machine learning approach for foreseeing 
whether the given site is genuine site or 
phishing. The phishing dataset was taken from 
UCI learning website. The dataset contains as 
many as 11054 instances. In this research, 
several machine learning algorithms. The 
results were compared with the application of 
same machine learning algorithm along with 
feature selection algorithm. It has been noted 
that YAGGA along with ID3 has given the best 
results with approximately 95% accuracy of 
website phishing detection. In future, we will 
extend this work for other famous website 
attacks with the help of machine learning 
algorithms. 
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clients over the globe. Moreover, there had 
been a huge year on year increment in phishing 
assaults, which is appear in figure, expanding 
altogether from 203,983 of every 2013 to 
448,126 of every 2017.

As indicated by the Anti-Phishing Working 
Group (APWG), the APWG Got reports of 
630,494 extraordinary phishing locales 
recognized from the main quarter through the 
second from last quarter of 2017. The around 
the web phishing rate was 36.511% in the 
primary quarter, 32.211% in the second 
quarter, and 32.122% in the second from last 
quarter of 2017.  Besides, ISP area observed to 
be the most under assault industry area from 
first to second from last quarter of 2017 as 
appeared in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Phishing detection rate in 2017

Web phishing attack is comprises for many 
stages. The choice of victim and the amount of 
benefit are important parameters in web 
phishing attack.
Phishing life cycle has following stages:

i. Planning and Setup
In first stage, the phisher determine the 
objective association, an individual or a 
country to be targeted for malicious purpose. 
They uncover the sensitive information with 
respect to their objective and its system. 
Normally phishing starts by sending spoofed 

emails to the victims [2]. Victims are supposed 
to send required information via replying to the 
email. However, most of the users do not 
reveal their information through email. 

Another phishing technique can be adopted 
through creation of phishing websites. A 
combination of both aforementioned 
techniques can also be used for phishing as 
well [3] as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2  Web-Phishing whole Plot

ii. Phishing
Assailants send mock messages to the dupe, 
utilizing gathered email tend to which request 
classified data from the dupe. Another special 
form of phishing is known as spear phishing. 
In spear phishing, target is generally a group of 
specific individuals. In addition, there are 
many other forms of phishing as depicted in 
Fig 3.

 

Fig 3 Different types of Phishing

iii. Break-in or Infiltration
In this stage, the victim taps on the pernicious 
connection and when he does that, a malware 

naturally introduces on his gadget that enables 
the phisher to get to the system, irrupt and 
change its arrangements and get to rights to it. 

iv. Information Accumulation
When the phisher access on victim’s system, 
they remove the required information. On the 
off chance that the casualty gives classified 
record points of interest, the assailant would 
then be able to get to his record, which may, in 
the end, prompt budgetary misfortunes to the 
casualty. Once the attack is successful, the 
attacker does the information collection. 
Information may contain passwords, user 
identity number, contact lists, private images, 
and credit card information. The whole 
phishing life cycle is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 Scenario of web phishing

Detection of phishing website is a problem of 
major concern. Various techniques such as 
fuzzy, neural systems and data mining methods 
applied, in order to, counter web-phishing 
attacks [4]. Several machine-learning methods 
also applied for detection of fake websites. 
Machine learning approach is based on both 
supervised as well as unsupervised. We have 
tested many machine-learning algorithms on 
the given data downloaded from UCI machine 
learning dataset. These algorithms include 
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Neural Net (NN), Random Forest 
(RF), IBK lazy classifier and Decision Tree 
(ID3). However, we have observed that 
phishing detection results can be enhanced by 
applying feature selection algorithms like 
Generating Genetic Algorithms (GGA), 
Another Genetic Algorithm (AGA) etc. In the 
end, we have shown the difference of accuracy 
between the results of those machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the data to those 
machine-learning algorithms used with feature 
selection algorithms.

The rest of research article is organized as 
follows: section II contains the previous 
related research work. Section III describes 
methodology of our work. In Section IV we 
have shown the results. In section V we have 
concluded our work.

2. Related Work

In [5] Tahir et al. have proposed a hybrid 
model, in order to, overcome phishing issue. 
Their proposed hybrid model show beats as far 
as high precision and less mistake rate. They 
completed tests in two stages. In the first stage, 
they separately performed classification 
algorithm and select the best three models on 
criteria of execution and high precision. In the 
second stage, they additionally consolidated 
each model with their best “Three” singular 
models.

In [6] authors have proposed the classification 
algorithm named as PAC (Phishing 
Associative Classification). They observed the 
execution of proposed calculation in term of 
precision measurements with four well-known 
calculations that are C4.5, PRISM, CBA, and 
MCAR.

In [7], Authors have portrayed examination in 
arrangement of phishing sites utilizing 

Fig 6: Each Feature get associated with a 
unique ID

Based on the above features in our dataset, we 
have conducted series of experiments that 
involved two streams.

1. Machine learning algorithms along with  
 Feature Selection

2. Machine learning algorithms without    
 Feature Selection.

These both streams involved series of stages 
involved in them with difference of one or 
more stages. The details of all stages involved 
are as follows.

V.  Read CSV: A simple method involved is 
the reading of CSV. A comma-delimited 
Phishing.CSV is given as an input to the 
system. The data contains as many as 11054 
instances.

VI. Cross-Validation: It is a statistical 
method, which involves evaluation and 
comparison of learning algorithms through 
dataset division [14]. The division of dataset 

brought two segments: Train dataset and Test 
dataset. K-fold cross-validation is the basic 
form of cross-validation. In our case, we have 
also cross over our data through cross- 
validation also known as X-Validation. The 
division between train dataset and Test Dataset 
also came into practice. 

VII.  Testing: After Cross validation data is 
passed through the Testing stage. Testing stage 
involves the application of multiple machine 
learning algorithms on the specific data [15]. 

VIII. Classifier: Classifier used to perform 
classification on the given data. Classification 
is actually the task of mapping function from 
input features to finite output values [16].  In 
our case, our task is to classify the given data 
according to Phishy, non-phishy (normal) 
instance based on the previous data learning. In 
our case, the classifiers are Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree and Random Forest. 

IX. Model Application: After then we apply 
different models to our dataset based on the 
aforementioned various models. 

X. Feature Selection: As we have 
mentioned before, our testing, analysis and 
result generation based on the comparison of 
two streams. One with Feature selection and 
other without feature selection. This is an 
important stage in the data analysis. Feature 
selection aims to choose a subset of feature 
from the available features [17][18]. We have 
used feature selection algorithm like GGA, 
AGA, YAGGA, YAGGA-2. We have used 
these feature selection algorithms along with 
classification algorithms. In result section, we 
will show the effect of performance with and 
without using feature selection algorithm.

XI. Performance: Performance is measured 
against all the stages that we have mentioned 
above. This would be the last stage of each 
stream. Results had been collected and 
compared, in order to, find best.

1. Introduction

 Web phishing is a mechanism of online 
fraud in which the victim is deceived by the 
attacker in gaining victim’s personal 
information like credit card number, financial 
accounts, address, phone numbers etc. The 
assailant makes a fake site page by replicating 
or rolling out a little improvement in the honest 
to goodness page. The fake sites are planned to 
look precisely like the bona fide site. The fast 
advancement of web applications give a ton of 
advantages to web clients to use these web 

application for making all their everyday 
exercises, for example, newspaper perusing, 
shopping, payment of many types of bills, 
ticket booking, and amusement and so forth.  
However, artisan create novel assaults that 
draws in more web client to be gotten in web of 
phishing. As per Gupta et al. [1] the entire 
number of specific phishing sites recognized in 
the primary quarter of 2014 alone was 
125,215, delineating an expansion of more 
than 11% from the 2013 figures. While a 
greater part of the phishing effort utilizes 
malevolently enrolled areas and sub-spaces, 
they have made genuine money related harm 

distinctive Machine learning calculations. 
They have applied various machine learning 
techniques including Random Forest (RF), 
C4.5, REP Tree, Decision Stump, Hoeffding 
Tree and Rotation Forest.  From the outcomes, 
it has been discovered that the Rotation Forest 
calculation with REP Tree as a classifier and 
MLP plays out the best on a full preparing and 
on diminished set, separately.

In [8] authors have utilized information- 
mining approach like supervised 
characterization, which enhances the 
frameworks precision and distinguishes more 
measure of spam and harmful URLs.

Google in [9] gives a support of safe perusing 
that enables the applications to check the 
URLs utilizing a file of suspicious areas, which 
is consistently refreshed by Google. It is a trial 
Programming interface, however, is utilized 
with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, and 
it is anything but difficult to utilize.

Authors in [10] connected distinctive sorts of 
machine learning based arrangement 
calculations, including Naive Bayes (NB), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Net 
(NN), Random Forest (RF), IBK relaxed 
classifier and Decision Tree (J48) and broaden 
Pradeep and Ravendra's work by presenting 
new order calculation named Neural Net in 
their test. In the end, they Shield clients from 
nasty or unstructured connections in Site pages 
and Texts.

Measured and looked at the execution of the 
classifier as far as precision. Neural Net 
demonstrated a decent order exactness contrast 
with others.

Authors in [11] proposed another calculation 
Linkguard calculation to give up from phishing 
assaults. This calculation utilizes attributes of 

hyperlinks to deduct the attacks. Linkguard 
algorithm examines the contrast between the 
visual connection 

and genuine connection. Link Guard is 
valuable for recognizing phishing assaults, as 
well as can shield clients from nasty or 
unstructured connections in Site pages and 
Texts.

3. Methodology

In our work, we utilized dataset for the 
examination is "Phishing Websites Dataset" 
("UCI Machine Learning Vault: Phishing Sites 
Informational collection," 2016) [12]. This 
dataset was accumulated fundamentally from 
Phish Tank archive, Miller Smiles archive, and 
Google’s seeking administrators. 

The dataset is separate into training (70%) as 
well as testing (30%) datasets. Dataset 
includes total 11054 instances. All occasions 
sorted as “1” for "Real”, “0” for "Suspicious" 
and “-1” for "Phishy".  We have used Python 
3.6  for data analysis.

The creators illuminate the key features that 
have been turned out to be strong and effective 
in foreseeing phishing sites while proposing 
some new features, tentatively allocating new 
standards to some outstanding features and 
refreshing some different features.

Features have been grouped into following 
categories:

• Address Bar-based features
• Abnormal based features
• HTML and Javascript Based features
• Domain Based Features

The address bar based features is a heuristic 
approach towards web phishing detection [13]. 

Abnormal based feature includes abnormal 
URL, anchor URL, abnormal DNS etc. [13].
We have conducted few experiments on our 
data in terms of its covariance, variance. 

In Fig 5, we have shown various characteristics 

of our data.

These characteristics include total count, 
mean, standard deviation (std) and data range 
(min & max). Therefore, analysis between 
different features is easy enough. 

Fig 5:   Count, Mean and Standard Deviation 
of each dataset feature 

In the next step, we have applied different 
machine learning techniques on our dataset. 
The dataset, as earlier said, was used to foresee 
the exactness of the acknowledgment using 
assorted classifier. For the earlier examination, 
the component assurance is not used and just 
classifiers are used to get the required accuracy 
for each of the classifiers. The data is 
obviously portrayed however this time 
particular segment decision methodologies are 
used for the update of the results or to check 
for any possible upgrades. The usage of feature 
decision procedures furthermore help in 

dimensionality diminish as feature reducing.

In Fig 6, we have correlated each feature name 
with a feature ID. In this study for feature 
selection algorithm, we used Generating 
Genetic Algorithm (GGA), Another Genetic 
Algorithm (AGA), Yet Another Generating 
Genetic (YAGGA) and Yet Another 
Generating Genetic Algorithm-2 (YAGGA2). 
The classifiers utilized were Naïve Bayes, ID3, 
KNN, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The 
Characteristics of highlight choice calculations 
are that they select the best components on the 
premise of properties weights. 

the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.
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and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.
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and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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the account.28% people reveals their posts, 
pictures on social media and 11% of people 
complain that some other person uses their 
account and share inappropriate or irrelevant 
material.
Here are some advices to protect the privacy:

• User must say no to auto login whenever 
they login from other devices because it 
gives the front door to the hackers to visit 
the user profile and get useful data from 
that. So, it’s essential for the user to always 
mention “NO” whenever the system asks 
“remember me”.

• User should understand and make the use 
of the privacy setting for safety features.

• Before user enters the detail on social 
media, spend time to check privacy 
settings. Never announce on social media 
that where are you going and when will you 
come back.

• If the user gets some suspicious activity on 
the account, immediately take an action 
and report to the expert to sort out the issue 
and resolve the problem.

13. Advantages of Social Media

• Social media gives the world-wide 
connectivity and give the users a single 
platform where people can search their 
older friends or even jobs through 
Facebook, Twitter etc.

• Social media also give users the 
commonality of interest where they get 
their desired information and desired area 
of work like painting, cooking, handicrafts, 
ideas, tips, political information etc.

• It gives the facility to share real time 

information that is very much beneficial for 
teachers and students. [23] [24] It also 
provides information about the celebrities. 
They share their personal experiences so to 
become more popular and large number of 
audiences attract toward that particular 
information.

• It offers the facility of advertisement. 
Business owners advertise their products 
for free. Social media is the best approach 
to attract variety of users.

• It provides the facility of new cyclic speed 
through which the people can view the 
news on the social media sites. And day by 
day cyclic speed increases.

14. Disadvantages of Social   
 Media

• Backlash is one of the most common things 
on social media.

• Cyber bulling and crime against the 
children are one of the most important 
crimes happening around the world 
recently.

• Data is not secure and anyone can steal it. 
Personal data can be misused for the 
alternative purposes.

• There are also many chances of fraud 
because most of the websites are not 
secure.

• It is time waster because according to the 
research [25] 89% people spend their time 
on the social media instead of their work.

• Its corporate invasion of privacy and sell 
the user personal detail to the hackers.

and share their personal things easily.

• They can play games, watch movies with 
their teenagers in free time so they build a 
strong bond with them.

• Guide them about the difficulties and 
consequences they may face while using 
social media. Suggest them to read 
different blogs or posts on these issues.

11. Manage the Social Media   
 Privacy

The social media lovers share their personal 
life details in the form of selfies, photos of 
attending parties etc. to express their joys and 
enjoyments to the whole world. [19] But these 
lovers forget to save their personal data from 
the hacker that loves these types of people. 
They share their content without hesitation on 
the social media. Cyber attacker’s attacks on 
the social media account by different websites. 
The user clicks on that particular website 
without knowing the impact. Then all data 
goes to the attackers and hackers, they easily 
steal personal information, identity and on the 
basis of this information, hacker blackmails 
the user. Now the question is how the novice 
users protect themselves from such hackers. 
Let discuss some social media apps and their 
privacy:

11.1   Facebook
Facebook is one of the most common and 
oldest social media networks that gives the 
facility of uploading photos, status updates, 
check in, tag the friend, send messages, calling 
etc. The users can access the Facebook through 
mobile phones also. [20] It takes the personal 
information of the user like name, birth, 
gender etc. and this information is publicly 
available for everyone. In order to secure the 
personal data, there are four privacy setting 

like public, friends, and custom, only me etc. 
To keep ourselves secure from the hackers the 
users always select the option of only me in the 
setting.

11.2   Twitter
Twitter is second most important network on 
the social media through which people interact 
with the real world and share their information. 
Twitter posts are public and in order to make 
the twitter account private, we have to follow 
some precaution and steps:

• Only those people access you, who have 
twitter account.

• Tweets no longer remain on twitter.

• Previous tweet will be hidden after some 
specific time.

12. Safety for Every Device

Nowadays security is no longer saving only 
one machine but saving lots of machines that 
can easily be attacked by the hackers. [21] 
Users share data on daily basis, sometimes the 
quantity or quality of the information shared 
attracts the hackers and they tend to hack the 
particular accounts. Nowadays in the 21st 
century information has become a new 
currency. Mostly after downloading, every app 
asks to access the information on your device 
and users allow that without any hesitation but 
they are unaware of the consequences. The 
information can include a lot of things they 
don't really want to share. Users should try to 
avoid posting the speaking photos as it 
increases the chance of attacks According to 
the researcher by Marketo [22], Facebook is 
the top social media network because of the 
fact that over one billion of users have active 
account with Facebook and almost 13 million 
of users never ever touch privacy settings of 

media content and technologies. This kind of 
users are an easy target for attackers. Another 
problem is stalking and harassment. These 
threats do come from the attackers or any 
strangers. Mostly stalking and harassment is 
done by the family members, friends and 
people around us in our surroundings. Same 
like the pokes and bully criteria. Another 
serious problem is being compelled by the 
organization to turn over the password. This is 
mostly done when the person is going to start a 
new job. Another issue is of location-based 
services. [3] Nowadays a number of users use 
smart phones and all their activities are usually 
done by the smart phones.  Hacker can easily 
attack the people through their smart

phones by accessing their location-based 
services. Lots of the apps which are 
downloaded on daily basis ask for location 
information and their numbers are increasing 
day by day. Hackers can also attack the users 
through these apps. Last but not the least 
problem is phishing attack. This attack is done 
by giving fake policies and sending fake friend 
requests through Emails, Facebook and other 
sources. Now the question is how to protect 
ourselves from these attacks? Simply by 
creating a policy of social media. It can be 
done by creating different policies, training the 
users for using the social media in a secure 
way or by giving limited access to the social 
media. Through these solutions users can 
protect themselves from the hackers and other 
problems. These are the few problems which 
impacts on the user’s privacy. The detailed 
problems and solutions emerging because of 
social media including the definition of the 
term is discussed below.

2. Social Media

“Social” in social media means 
“conversation”. The difference between social 

media and TV is that viewers are engaged with 
the makers of the shows which they are 
watching. In  a brief timeframe TV program 
are supplanted by the web based life world. [4] 
In online communication and conversation 
users share their opinion and build 
relationships. Users share their posts, videos, 
audios and photographs. It involves a 
combination of technology, 
telecommunication and social interaction. It is 
the different form of communication as 
compared to film, television and newspaper. 

3. Privacy

Privacy means the information or data that a 
user does not want to disclose and share with 
others. [5] It is basically that kind of 
information that has potential to be misused. It 
can be the info of a group or individual. If we 
talk about an individual's privacy, it depends 
upon the user whether to share his personal 
information with others or not and in which 
manner to share that information. It is basically 
an ability of an individual or a group to share 
information about themselves. The limitations 
and materials of the privacy differ among 
individuals.

4.  Purpose of Social Media

Social media is not only used for 
communication but it can also be used for 
business connections and promotions. [6] By 
using it user cannot only find the other users 
but also the organization in which they are 
working. The purpose of social media is to 
provide a platform to the users and business 
industry to come and interact with each other 
directly. A business can be well promoted 
through social media.

5. Attack on our Privacy   
 through Social Media
5.1 Human Error
Human error is involved when somebody 
makes a slip that causes an accident or causes 
something dangerous to happen. By clicking 
on any unknown website accidently which is 
not safe can harm the privacy of user.

5.2      Malicious Attack
This attack is due to malware and spyware that 
causes the disaster. [7] According to a research 
report, about 4,000 attacks happen on daily 
basis through malicious attackers. It can 
spread through emailing, or visiting different 
unknown websites.

5.3      Phishing Scams
It is a kind of attack on social media which 
attacks the user’s personal information like 
banking details and passwords. Hackers get 
access to the personal stuff using that specific 
information and harm to the people.

6. Privacy Issues in Social   
 Media

Privacy attacks are when unauthorized user 
tries to enter in your account and get some 
private data. Anyone which is closer to you in 
family can access your account details by just 
simply watching your password. [8][9] The 
main issue of the privacy is that large amount 
of information processes each day without any 
limitation.

6.1 Challenges to Social Media
There are many challenges social media is 
facing today, few of them are

• Cookies
• Bugs
• Spyware

7. Impact on Social Media and  
 Invasion of Privacy

One of the very positive impacts of social 
media is that it provides a platform to 
geographically distributed users to come on 
single platform and share their views. Every 
user has freedom to express their views. The 
information can be easily spread by one 
medium to another without using any other 
source. Usually users don’t pay much attention 
to the privacy and secrecy issues to the 
websites. [10] [11] Government Agencies has 
rights prior to the knowledge of the user to 
access the personal information of the user. 
FBI and NWC3 are the agencies that work for 
cybercrimes and arrest the cybercriminals. 
People who hack private details of the user and 
misuse that information for their personal 
benefits are criminals. There is strict 
punishment for the criminal of almost 5-20 
years of jail with heavy fine that is unable for a 
common man to pay.

8.  Negative Effect of Social   
 Media on Society

Social media build a false sense of connection 
according to the Cornell University Steven 
Strogatz.

[12] Report States that it becomes more 
difficult for user to find a real relationship in 
the world. Users focus more on fake 
relationships on social media without knowing 
each other. By focusing on such websites most 
of energy is wasted and most importantly the 
connection between the families becomes 
weak. Cyber bulling is spreading rapidly 
nowadays in our youth. According to the CBS 
News report in 2010 [13] 42% of the children 
are harassed online and become victim. 

Another negative impact of social media is that 
seller companies show somethings and sell 
different things. There is obviously decrease in 
productivity in doing so. That makes sense of 
fraud to the customers.

9. Risk for Youth using Social  
 Media

 There are many categories of risk. 
Following are few of them that are very 
common for adolescents.

9.1  Online Harassment and Cyber   
       Bulling
Cyber bulling is one of the common ways of 
communication in which offline harassment is 
done. [14] Which can cause depression, 
anxiety or may even lead to suicide, etc. 
whereas online harassment is that where cyber 
bulling is done openly in front of whole world.

9.2   Sexting
It means sending and receiving the sexual 
messages, photographs and posts online on the 
social media that disturbs the other users. This 
phenomenon is very much popular in the 
teenage population. According to a research 
[15] [16] 20% of the users who are in their 
teenage share the sexist videos and text 
messages online.

9.3   Face book Depression
Researchers nowadays call Facebook with a 
new name that is face book depression. Most 
of the teenagers spend almost half of the day 
on social media using Facebook, different 
websites are engaged on other false activities. 
Which later turn into aggression, depression, 
anxiety and sometimes suicide. Sometimes 
social media become risky for the users 
especially if they are novice.

10. Reduce the Impact of Social  
 Media in Life

According to recent research of APS 
(Australian psychology society) teenagers are 
highly involved in the social media life, their 
ages are from 14-19 years and one of the half 
adults involve in the social media through their 
mobile phones. They usually use social media 
5 days in a week for long hours. [17] Using too 
much social media can affect the self-esteem 
of the users /youth and put a very bad impact 
on their lives. Researchers says that 42% of the 
users use social media on bed before sleeping. 
It badly affects the health e.g. back bone 
problem, sleep disorder etc. [18] Most of the 
complaints registered by the teenagers are of 
harassing and being black mailed by the 
strangers. The reason is that the 60% of the 
parents don’t give time to their children or 
don’t monitor their child activities on social 
media. Due to this reason their children get 
caught by some strangers on social media who 
harass them by hacking their accounts and get 
their personal life information. Adolescents 
don’t have idea how to protect themselves and 
how to use the social media in secure way. For 
this purpose, parents need to monitor their 
child on online world. For this purpose, 
parents may follow few tips:

• Parents must connect with their child 
through Facebook, Twitter and other 
accounts on social media. So that they 
check, what their child is posting online 
and which YouTube channel they are 
following. Due to these kinds of clues, 
parents can save their child from driving in 
the wrong direction.

• Parents should trust Children specially in 
teenage and behave like a friend to them. 
They must feel free to share their favorite 
things. In this way children also trusts them 

1. Introduction

 Social media plays an important role in 
our daily lives.

[1]. Social media is basically a source that 
connects the people to the whole world 
through internet. Social media is commonly 
used throughout the world in the form of 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Email, Google, 
Skype, Instagram etc. These are the few 
applications through which people connect 
with each other. Social media give useful 
information to the users related to the whole 
world and helps out the users to stay connected 
with the world. [2] No doubt social media 

makes the life of the people much easier. That's 
why with the advanced technology we have an 
increasing number of applications that are 
making people's lives much easier. They forget 
that every useful thing may also have lots of 
side effects. In case of social media there are 
also some serious issues regarding to the 
privacy and security of the personal content of 
the users which may cause several problems. 
The primary thing that comes as an issue is 
account hacking of the user. Attacker can 
easily attack the users through websites. The 
users click on different links without knowing 
those websites, later on their system is infected 
and they have to suffer a lot. Attackers are 
interested in that type of users which are social 
media lovers and continuously using the social 
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15. Conclusion

Everything has a positive or negative impact it 
depends on us how we practice it. Things are 
good if we use them in a positive way. The 
misuse of the social media is on the top 
because of the irresponsible behavior of the 
parents towards their child. The parents play 
an important role in the society and in the life 
of their child. The children go towards the 
wrong track just because they don’t get love 
and attention from their parents. Mostly 
youngsters involve in the cybercrime activities 
because of the ignorance from their parents. 
Parents should be treating their child well. 
They must be living a life like a friend with 
them. They should trust them by giving little 
attention through this they can save the lives of 
innocent ones.
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